
 

 

 
 

TRAY MAKE UP CONVEYOR 
- STAINLESS STEEL                     - BELT DISTRIBUTION 

- MODULAR DESIGN                     - PLUG-IN OPERATION 

- VARIABLE SPEED                     - MOBILE 
 

Model Series: HCV-M- 
 

APPLICATION: 
-Tray makeup preparation 
 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
-Stainless steel; Type 304 

-“Heliarc” and spot welded construction 

-Stainless steel tubular upright legs fastened to 

 heavy gauge, die formed body 

-Modular design allows unit to be shipped 

 completely assembled or dis-assembled with 

 final assembly performed at job site as required 

-Easy cleaning, endless, laminated belt with  

 take-up adjustment 

-Belt scraper with crumb catcher for continuous  

 cleaning during operation 

-Variable belt speed control located at “finish” end  

 of conveyor 

-“Start” and “stop” controls at both “start” and  

 “finish” end of conveyor 

-Automatic tray stop with variable delay setting at  

 “finish” end of conveyor 

-Conveyor controls wired to their own circuit breaker 

-Start and finish end caps are available in 12”, 18” or 24” lengths  

-Drive/breaker panel housing with locking, removable  

 access panels on 3 sides 

-Approved power supply cord with 3 prong end cap 

-4” swivel, non-marking casters with side brakes 
 

OPTIONAL FEATURES [1]:            HOW TO SELECT CONVEYOR MODEL: 
-S - Stationary mounting feet (instead of “M”)             1) Choose belt length (in one foot increments) 

-CB - Corner bumpers                2) Choose end cap length 

-LB - Linear bumpers running along both sides             This will determine overall conveyor length. 

-RBD - Reversed belt direction                           e.g. 10 foot belt + 12” end cap each end  

-Cover for belt            = 12 foot overall = Model: HCV-M-10                  

-Base shelf           10 foot belt + 12” start end cap & 18” finish end cap 

-OS - Overshelf (gliding or fixed)         = 12.5 foot overall 

                  Model is determined by belt length only. 

ELECTRICAL OPTIONS:             10 foot belt = HCV-M-10        

-120 Volt, 60 Hz, 1 Phase, 12 Amp 

-NEMA 5-15 end cap 

-1/2 HP DC drive motor; 1750RPM-56C frame-90VDC 
 

Please note: This unit has no provision to power other units. 
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NOTES REGARDING CONVEYORS: 
-Some conveyors may have to be shipped dis-assembled due to length or other factors. 

-When unit is shipped dis-assembled it is separated at the body sections and leg locations. 

-When installing conveyors they must be levelled widthwise, lengthwise and corner to corner. 

-If conveyor is to be shipped assembled it is advisable to verify that there is enough room in hallways, elevators,   

 around corners, etc. for conveyor to be installed as one assembled piece.  Some installations require the conveyor to be   

 shipped dis-assembled to allow manoeuverability. 

-Local electrical codes may require the use of strain relief, tension cables or other devices in regard to the connection of  

 power to mobile units such as this.  
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